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Abstract: Tight-binding band structure calculations performed on the structure of niobium phosphide sulfide are analyzed. 
The bonding of the linear semicontinuous chain of P atoms present in this material is analyzed with a two-dimensional model; 
a Nb-P interaction that disrupts the u bonding within the chain leads to the observed P-P distances. A crystal orbital centered 
on the Nb atoms that is nonbonding with the P and S atoms in segments of the Brillouin zone affords a peak in the density 
of states at the Fermi level that is correlated with the observed high superconducting transition temperature. The metal-to-metal 
bonding is examined, and the structures and physical properties of some postulated compounds are anticipated. 

Cursory consideration of the formula NbPS' might lead one 
to anticipate for it the simple valence description Nb5+, P3-, S2-. 
With a metal atom having a do electron configuration and non- 
metal atoms having filled valence shells, semiconducting electric11 
properties would be anticipated. In fact, the compound is metallic, 
transforming to a superconductor at 12 K, among the higher 
transition temperatures for a ternary materiaL2 These physical 
properties and certain unusual structural features in this compound 
have prompted our investigation of its electronic structure. 

The crystal structure of NbPS may be considered to be com- 
posed of motif 1, two metal-centered bicapped trigonal prisms 
sharing a rectangular face. In this motif P atoms are located at 
the vertices of the rectangular face that is shared by each prism; 
a short distance, 2.5 A, between pairs of these P atoms clearly 
indicates some bonding. The S atoms are positioned a t  the re- 
maining vertices of the trigonal prism and a t  the capping sites. 
Within this environment of P and S atoms is located a N b  dimer, 
two N b  atoms separated by 2.9 A. 

1 

This motif occurs in a number of pn ic t ide~ ,~  thiopho~phates ,~ 
 chalcogenide^,^ and chalcogenide halides6 of transition-metal ions, 
distorting and associating in a variety of ways to form several 
unique structural types with diverse physical properties. After 
detailing some of the ch; racteristics of NbPS, we will return to 
a consideration of this unit. 

The full three-dimensional structure of NbPS that results from 
assemblage of motif 1 by sharing certain vertices and edges is 
shown in Figure 1. The units join through S atoms that are 
positioned at the vertices of trigonal prisms and at the capping 
sites of adjacent prisms; their tetrahedral coordination by N b  
atoms is normal. The motif condenses along the z axis by sharing 
triangular faces of the prisms, making for separation along z of 
3.44 between the N b  atoms. This separation, coupled with the 
short Nb-Nb distance within the motif, results in a chain of 
interacting N b  dimers having their short bonding axis orthogonal 
to the translational direction z. This feature may be contrasted 
to the metal dimers of the structures NbCI,,' Moo2,* and mar- 
casite? in which the bonding axes of the metal dimers are collinear 
with the translational direction. 

Along they  axis, the units are tethered by a short P-P contact, 
2.2 A, that is typical of a single bond.I0 This separation, together 
with that within a prism which we mentioned above, 2.5 A, affords 
a linear semicontinuous chain of P atoms extending along t h e y  
axis. This chain and the chain of Hg atoms in the compound 
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Hg3AsF6 are two of the few reported examples of linear strings 
of a single main group atom." P atoms certainly exhibit a 
proclivity toward nonlinear catenation, forming zigzag chains in 
several compounds. For example, there is an infinite chain having 
P-P-P angles of 107.1' and 109.2' in the compound PdP2.12 
Similar zigzag chains are observed in the compounds LaP2,13a 
L Y - C ~ P ~ , ~ ~ ~  GdPS,14b SrSb2,1sa CaSb2,15b SrCuSn2, and B a c ~ S n , . ' ~  
A general discussion of the formation of such chains by distortion 
of a square net is given in another paper.16 
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Figure 1. Structure of NbPS viewed along the z axis. 

Why, in the P string of NbPS, do the distances alternate as 
they do, and how does this distortion relate to the very important 
electrical properties? To begin the analysis of these features we 
will do some electron counting. First, for the P chain, if the longer 
intraprism P-P distance is disregarded as a bonding interaction, 
a broken chain, 2, consisting of dimers of composition P;- results. 
A continuous chain of P atoms, 3, with a single bond between each 
atom and six valence electrons per site affords the representation 
(P,,)" or PI-. As there are no P-S or S-S distances indicative 
of bonding, the S atoms are counted as sulfide S2-. We can now 
derive the valence descriptions Nb4+, P2-, S2- assuming chain 2 
and Nb3+, Pi-, Sz- assuming chain 3. In fact, since all the distances 
in the P chain are indicative of some bonding, its valence de- 
scription lies somewhere between 2 and 3, meaning the formal 
valence state of the N b  atoms is somewhere between Nb4+ and 
Nb3+. To go from 2 to 3 the chain must be oxidized and the metal 

(Pip-& (P):- 
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atoms reduced. For this to occur, as it partly does in the three- 
dimensional structure, there must be a crystal orbital on the N b  
atoms a t  an energy low enough to accept electrons from the P 
chain. It will be seen that this orbital is present and is a conse- 
quence of translational symmetry. Before examining the nature 
of this orbital and the band structure of NbPS, we will discuss 
the distances observed in the P chain. 

P-P Bonding 
To model the bonding in the P chain we use two slabs derived 

from the three-dimensional structure. 4 is a two-dimensional raft 
with P atoms equally spaced a t  2.36 8, along t h e y  axis and 3.44 
8, along the z axis. 5 obtains from 4 by capping each rectangular 
hollow along z and alternate hollows along y, above and below 
with N b  atoms bonded to S atoms. This slab is a two-dimensional 
model of the full structure; the two types of P-P interactions along 
y,  which we call intraprism and interprism, should be apparent. 
The coordination number of the N b  atoms is reduced from eight 
in the observed structure to six in our model by scission of S atoms 
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Figure 2. Crystal orbital overlap populations for intraprism P-P bonding 
(-) and interprism P-P bonding (- - -) in raft 5. 

from their capping positions. This reduction in coordination 
number does not much affect the applicability of the nature of 
the P-P and Nb-P bonding in the model to that of the full 
structure. 

SY 

4 

5 
Before proceeding, we should ascertain that 5 exhibits bonding 

features consistent with the observed structure. After this, we 
may proceed to an analysis of some of its details. The overlap 
populations for the intraprism and interprism P-P interactions, 
computed at equal P-P separation, are 0.26 and 0.53, respectively. 
The trend indicated by those overlap populations is in agreement 
with the structure; the smaller population corresponds to the longer 
distance in the observed structure. A convenient graphical method 
for displaying these populations is provided by the COOP curves 
shown in Figure 2, the density of states weighted by the overlap 
populations of the P-P bonds. In these curves the P-P bonding 
character is plotted as a function of energy from the overlap 
populations of a representative sampling of all the states in a 
selected energy interval. The curve has positive (bonding) and 
negative (antibonding) regions, and its integration up to the Fermi 
level affords the total overlap population. W e  see that the two 
types of P-P interactions are similar up to -16 eV, a t  which point 
the interprism population begins to exhibit greater bonding 
character. Around -12 eV the intraprism overlap population is 
actually negative. The Fermi level for this slab rests just below 
-10 eV. 

W e  have a system that correctly models the P-P distances; a 
lengthening of the intraprism P-P distance is anticipated. From 
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A construction of the band structure from that of a one-dimen- 
sional P, chain, 8, is suggested. 

- P t p l p _ p - P + P -  

8 

The a and a* orbitals of such a chain will give a classical 
free-electron-type band. Burdett has described the u bonding in 
such a linear chain of atoms.*O With one atom per unit cell, the 
band structure derived from the u orbitals is given in 9. There 
is a band crossing toward the zone boundary, inverting the s and 
p character. Substantial mixing, enhanced by a smaller s,p orbital 
splitting, takes place. The net result is a lower band that is bonding 
throughout the zone and a higher band that is antibonding. 

Figure 3. Band structure for the two-dimensional P array 4, drawn in 
the y z  plane a t  upper left. 

a molecular viewpoint, how might we account for this result? We 
can easily extract (on paper) fragment 6 from model 5. And this 
fragment is isoelectronic to fragment 7 containing two acetylenes. 

6 7 

Such perpendicular acetylene complexes are ~ e l l - k n o w n , ' ~  and 
their bonding characteristics have been studied.l* Nonligated 
C2H2 has a C-C  bond length of 1.21 A while the bridged acetylene 
ligands in complexes of the type 7 exhibit a lengthening of the 
C-C bond to 1.3-1.4 A. The Dewar-Chatt-Duncanson modelIg 
provides a useful explanation for this lengthening of the C-C  bond, 
and it does so in discrete P2 complexes of type 6 .  But our sol- 
id-state structures are inherently delocalized, and for an under- 
standing of intra- and intermolecular P-P bonding we must begin 
from another starting point. 

In 
anticipation of the formation of 5, the unit cell is chosen to contain 
two P atoms, twice the primitive cell. The intracellular P-P 
contact in 4 corresponds to the intraprism contact of 5, and likewise 
the intercellular contact of 4 corresponds to the interprism contact 
of 5. The bands along the line I'-Y are labeled as S or A, 
symmetric or antisymmetric with respect to u b z )  or u(xy) ,  and 
"+" or "-", symmetric or antisymmetric with respect to the screw 
axis. By symmetry the P-P interactions along this line are sep- 
arated into u and a types. 

It is not difficult to understand the origins of this band structure. 
The spacing of the P chains along z is a somewhat distant 3.44 
A. The bands have relatively small dispersions along the I'Z line. 

The band structure for array 4 is shown in Figure 3. 
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Next we double the one-dimensional primitive cell, in prepa- 
ration for building up the raft. This has as a trivial consequence 
the "folding back" indicated in 10. A similar folding back takes 
place for the a bands, not indicated here. 

10 

We have almost reached the band structure of the raft along 
I'Y, as inspection of that line in Figure 3 shows. All that remains 
is to note that in the two-dimensional material the a, and a2 bands 
are no longer degenerate and that at I' az is above a, because there 
is a weak u antibonding component in the a, crystal orbital, l l a  
vs. l l b .  

a ,  rZ at r b ,  Hx a t  r 
I 1  

If we have six electrons per P atom, the Fermi level for the slab 
is at -1 1 eV. A portion of the u* band is filled and a portion of 
the AS' band (a*) remains empty. The bonding in the slab is 
thus characterized by sp u bonding with a small contribution of 
a bonding. In this state our raft would be a metallic conductor, 
with a distortion via a Peierls-type mechanism2' expected only 
for a lengthening of the cell parameter y so as to form, for example, 
weakly interacting P,*- units. 

Now we interact this two-dimensional raft with the N b  atoms 
to form 5. A breakdown of the inter- and intraprism P-P bonding 
in the final lattice indicates that the difference in P-P bonding 
derives mainly from the u rather than the a orbitals of the chain 
(note the difference from what would happen in a molecular P2 
complex). So we will concentrate on the u bands, especially on 

(20) Burdett, J .  K. Prog. Solid State Chem. 1984, 15, 173. 
(21) Peierls, R. E. Quanrum Theory of Solids; Oxford University Press: 
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those formed from pc which are better matched in energy with 
the N b  d block. 

12 indicates schematically where the N b  d band falls relative 
to t h e  crucial pb (SS--SS+) band. Because of a mismatch in 
energy, there is little interaction between the N b  and P bands a t  
T. Interaction becomes favorable toward Y, where this mismatch 
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i- Y 

12 

is reduced. The strength of this interaction is reflected in the 
partitioning of the intraprism and interprism overlap populations 
along the line r-Y; they are equal at r and disparate a t  Y. We 
should concentrate on the interactions at symmetry point Y. 

On the right side of 12 are shown the degenerate bands of point 
Y .  The dashed lines in this structure represent the symmetry 
planes for the intraprism P-P interactions. For t h e y  band, one 
combination is symmetric with respect to this plane whereas the 
other is antisymmetric. Each of these combinations will select 
their symmetry partner from the N b  d levels. Four of these Nb-P 
interactions, two a t  the symmetry point Y and two at the point 
T, are shown in 13 with the values of their overlap integrals. The 

symmetric, S 
< x 2 - y 2 1 y >  = 0071 .j < x z l y >  0.097 

antisymmetric, A 

< x y  I y> = 0.003 < yz I y> = 0.004 

r T 

13 

values derived from N b  orbitals interacting with the symmetric 
combination are more than an order of magnitude greater than 
the corresponding interactions with the antisymmetric combination; 
the lobes of the N b  orbitals are directed toward the lobes of the 
y orbitals for the symmetric combination and toward the nodes 
for the antisymmetric combination. Hence, the interaction of N b  
levels and the symmetric combination of P levels affords a strong 
multicenter bond; the symmetric N b  levels are better electron 
acceptors than their antisymmetric counterparts. The magnitudes 
of the overlap integrals for the N b  p and s orbitals interacting 
with the P levels follow the same trend, further increasing through 
hybridization the ability of the symmetric N b  orbitals to accept 
electrons. Consequently, the symmetric combinations afford 
weakened P-P intraprism bonding and simultaneously, as seen 
by consideration of the bands shown in Figure 3, weakened in- 
terprism antibonding. There is only a small Nb-P interaction for 
the antisymmetric combination, hence little change in the P-P 
intraprism antibonding and interprism bonding occurs. It is these 

P-P interactions that dominate the COOP curve above -14 eV 
in Figure 2. The symmetric combinations are split about the Fermi 
level by their stronger Nb-P interaction. The net effect is a 
weakening of the intraprism P-P bond and a slight strengthening 
of the interprism bond, resulting from a selective transfer of P-P 
u bonding into Nb-P bonding. 

Band Structure of NbPS 
Near the Fermi level, the bands of NbPS should mostly be of 

N b  d-orbital character. The detailed nature of these bands is 
determined by the local crystal field, metal-to-metal bonding, and 
translational symmetry. To see the effects of each of these 
components we will consider an interaction diagram for funda- 
mental unit l and then add to it translational symmetry. 

The local coordination environment of each N b  atom in motif 
1 is a bicapped trigonal prism. This eight-coordinate environment 
affords a crystal-field splitting of one d orbital below four.22 As 
shown in 14, interaction of two of these prisms through a common 
quadrilateral face to form 1 yields a pattern of one d orbital below 
nine, a result of metal-to-metal bonding; the lowest ag orbital is 
metal-to-metal u bonding. The next orbital up, b3,, is chiefly dz2 
and 6* in character. 

2 

t 

14 

b3e 

From this diagram we would anticipate occupation of the level 
ag, formation of a metal-to-metal u bond, and diamagnetic be- 
havior for a molecular or extended solid-state compound formed 
from isolated units with geometry 1 having a metal atom with 
a formal d1 configuration. There exists a set of compounds in 
which these units are isolated, linked only by non-metal bridges; 
this set includes the compounds NbS2C12,6 Nb,Se5C1,,6 Nb2Seg,’ 
and MoS,CI,.~ Each compound formally has a d’ metal atom 
and each is a diamagnetic semiconductor with a band gap of > 1.2 
eV corresponding to the separation between the lowest level, ag, 
and level b,, in 14. This description is consistent with the results 
of calculations performed by Bullett.23 

How may we apply this local description to NbPS? From our 
electron counting we determined that there is more than one 
valence electron for each N b  atom, implying locally occupation 
of the high-lying level b3,. Since the S atoms are present as sulfide 
S2-, the electrons proposed to occupy the level b,, must come from 
the P atoms, but this level is more than 1 eV above ag. How do 
P atoms, which are themselves oxidants, surmount this 1-eV barrier 
and donate electrons to the N b  atoms? In other words, why is 
there a chain of P atoms rather than discrete PZ4- units present 
in this structure? 

(22) Burdett, J. K.; Hoffmann, R.; Fay, R. C. Inorg. Chem. 1978, 17,  

(23) Bullett, D. W. J .  Phys. Chem. 1980, 13, 1267. 
2553 .  
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These curves are given in Figure 5 for the Nb-centered d,z, d9-9, 
and d,, orbitals. As expected from crystal-field arguments, the 
dZ2 level is weakly split about the Fermi level, with most of the 
d,2 character resting just above this point. Likewise, as anticipated 
there is a strong splitting of the d+,z orbitals with a considerable 
contribution well above the Fermi level. The dyz orbital is similarly 
split, but it provides a sizable contribution to the total density of 
states at the Fermi level. This contribution corresponds to band 
# 17, a,, in Figure 4. 

The nature of this N b  d,, band at r is shown in Figure 6. It 
is characterized as metal-to-metal 6* within a dimer and anti- 
bonding along the translational direction z. This crystal orbital 
is centered only on the N b  atoms and is nonbonding with respect 
to the P and S atoms a t  r and along the lines F A  and r-X, a 
result dictated by translational symmetry. Along the line X-U 
dyz mixes with d,, and along the line U-T it mixes with S orbitals, 
crossing the Fermi level to afford three-dimensional character to 
the physical properties. 

Now we can associate this band with the metrical details of 
the P chain and the physical properties of the material. When 
disrupted by Nb-P bonding, why does the intraprism P-P in- 
teraction not lengthen to a nonbonded distance to make discrete 
P24- units? The answer derives in part from the presence of the 
low-lying d,, band. It acts as a sink for electrons during the 
oxidation process PZ4- - 2P'- + 2e-, a process favored entropically 
through delocalization of electron density in the N b  d band and 
by enthalpy in formation of the partial P-P intraprism bond. The 
other effect that determines this distance arises from the matrix. 
The distance is to a certain degree dictated by the packing as- 
sociated with the S atoms which must satisfy their bonding de- 
mands on the Nb atoms. Evidence for this view derives from 
metrical data on the compound NbPSe. In this compound the 
interprism P-P distance is equal to that in the sulfide whereas 
the intraprism distance is longer, reflecting the larger size of the 
Se atom. 

The presence of this band may also be correlated to the high 
superconducting transition temperature. The transition tem- 
perature of a superconductor may be approximated as 

T, E e-'lNF 

where N F  is the density of states at the Fermi The d,, 

r x U T  w R G  x ~r A 
Figure 4. Band structure of three-dimensional NbPS. 

The answers to these questions lie in the band structure of NbPS 
shown in Figure 4. Above -12 eV the bands are mostly of N b  
character, and below they have P and S character. As expected 
from the structure (cf. Figure l ) ,  the greatest dispersion of the 
Nb-centered bands is along the z axis, the lines T-W, G-X, and 
r-A. We can compare the nature of the bands at I7 with the 
energy levels of 14. On the left side of the band diagram of Figure 
4, four bands have been labeled according to the point group 
symmetry DZh at r, the point group of motifs 1 and 14. In 
ascending order these crystal orbitals are labeled ag, a,, b3,, and 
bZg. The lowest of these orbitals, # 16, is mostly centered on the 
S atoms at J? but it undergoes an avoided crossing along the line 
r-A with band # 14 which is metal-to-metal u bonding. These 
bands thus correspond to the lowest ag level of 14. Band # 18, 
b3,, is metal-to-metal 6* in character and corresponds to the level 
b3, in our local picture. Between these bands is level # 17, labeled 
a,. This orbital is at a much lower energy than would have been 
anticipated from crystal-field arguments. We may determine the 
nature of this band and provide further comparisons between the 
bands of the solid and the levels of 14 by inspecting projections 
of the density of states. 

( a )  

c -F 

----__ 
/;:;I - --- , , , , , 

(b) 

Figure 5. Total density of states (- - -) for NbPS and the contributions to it of certain N b  atomic orbitals: (a) dz2, (b) dx2y2, (c) dyz. The Fermi level 
shown is for 17 valence electrons. 
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Figure 6. Nb dyl crystal orbital at r. The P and S atoms are designated 
as small circles. A line joins the atoms of the P chain. 
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band is flat in a large portion of the Brillouin zone, affording a 
peak in the density of states a t  the Fermi level (Figure 5c). Now, 
if we correlate the presence of this peak to the high T, we expect 
to observe a singularity in superconducting behavior for an ordered 
material with this geometry and electron count. 

It does not follow, however, that NbPSe, TaPS, and TaPSe will 
be superconducting. In NbPS a fine balance of the metal-metal, 
non-metal-nonmetal, and metal-non-metal interactions has been 
attained that places the Fermi level a t  a peak in the density of 
states chiefly associated with the d,, crystal orbital. If this balance 
is perturbed, that is, if the sum of these interactions does not scale 
linearly and in the same direction for other compounds, the Fermi 
level will be displaced from this peak in the density of states, to 
afford compounds that are not superconducting. 

From a graph of the projected density of states for the com- 
pound NbPSe, we observe the d,, band below the Fermi level. 
Again, in those portions of the zone where the d,, band is flat, 
it is metal-to-metal antibonding along the z axis. Because of the 
larger size of the Se atom, the metal-metal distance along this 
direction increases from NbPS to NbPSe, affording a reduction 
of the antibonding interaction that causes the dyr band to fall in 
energy (#  17 in Figure 4). In contraposition, other bands near 
the Fermi level will rise in energy in the selenide compared with 
the sulfide; band # 16 in Figure 4 is one example. At r this band 
of pz orbitals is antibonding among the chalcogen atoms. The 
greater radial extension of the Se p orbitals is not fully com- 
pensated by the larger S e s e  distances, causing this crystal orbital 
to rise in energy. Interactions are scaling inversely; band # 16 
is emptied of electrons in portions of the zone, with band # 17 
becoming filled. 

We have not performed a calculation on TaPS, but here too 
we expect the critical d,, band to lie below the Fermi level. The 
unit cell parameters reported for Taps2 differ from NbPS by less 
than 1%, implying that we can use the refined metrical data of 
NbPS for our consideration of superconductivity in TaPS. The 
radial extension of the d orbitals increases from NbPS to TaPS. 
The flat dYz band, # 17, of TaPS should rise in energy with respect 
to that of NbPS, and some of the remaining metal-centered bands 
should exhibit a much larger dispersion. The cumulation of the 
effects should push the d,, band below the Fermi level. As an 
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c- antibonding bonding - 
Figure 7. Crystal orbital overlap population curve for Nb-Nb bonding 
within a dimer unit. 

example, we can consider the line T-A in Figure 4. As noted 
earlier, the lower a l  band is mostly centered on the S atoms; its 
energetic position will change little from NbPS to TaPS. Toward 
A it becomes metal-centered, mostly di2; a t  4 it is metal-sulfur 
antibonding and metal-metal antibonding along the chain di- 
rection. Hence, relative to NbPS, this orbital should lie a t  a 
considerably higher energy a t  A.  The a l  band has a greater 
dispersion in TaPS, a dispersion that should be large enough to 
permit a greater portion of it to rise above the flat dyr band. The 
d,, band rises as a consequence of a stronger metal-metal in- 
teraction only, whereas the dispersion of the a,  band arises from 
both stronger metal-metal and metal-sulfur interactions. 

This argument can be extended to other lines, for example, T-W 
and G-X; the result should be a lowering of the dyr band beiow 
the Fermi level. Superconductivity has not been observed in the 
compounds NbPSe, TaPS, and TaPSe, a t  least by measurements 
down to 2.0 K.' 

These compounds with the structural type NbPS, certain lan- 
thanide compounds forming with the structural type GdPS,I6 and 
the compound PdPS16b are the only reported examples of com- 
pounds that may be classified as transition-metal phosphide 
chalcogenides. Many additional examples of such materials 
probably remain to be synthesized. From our results on NbPS, 
we suggest the preparation of the compounds MOPS and NbPBr 
with 17 valence electrons. If these materials form with the NbPS 
structure, we anticipate from a rigid-band model that the Fermi 
level would locate near a peak in the total density of states just 
below -10 eV (cf. Figure 5). A slight lengthening of the met- 
al-metal distance within the dimer units is also anticipated in these 
materials. This result derives from consideration of the COOP 
curve shown in Figure 7. The bonding is characterized by mostly 
a interactions below u interactions. This inverted ordering has 
been discussed elsewhere,25 resulting from through-bond coupling 
with the P atoms. In a compound with 17 valence electrons, 
metal-to-metal antibonding bands become occupied, which should 
lead to a longer metal-metal distance. 

To  probe the nature and effects of the nonbonding d,, band, 
a set of compounds should be synthesized in which the electron 
concentration could be varied to place this band at the Fermi level. 
This band will be present in any material in which the two-di- 
mensional slab 5 of DZh symmetry is present. Preparation of 
compounds such as Cu,ZrPBr and Cu,ZrPS in which the Cu 
concentration could be varied to alter the electron count and 
position of the Fermi level appears especially interesting. Indeed, 

(24) This statement is oversimplified. See: McMillan, W. L. Phys. Reu. 
1968, 167, 331 .  

(25) Shaik, S.; Hoffmann, R.; Fisel, C. R.; Sumrnerville, R .  H. J .  Am. 
Chem. SOC. 1980, 102, 4555. 
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Table I. Parameters Used in Extended-Huckel Calculations 
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erously supported by the National Science Foundation through 
Research Grants D M  82 17722 to the Materials Science Center 
a t  Cornell University and Grant CHE 8406119. orbital Hii, eV 1 2 CI‘ C2’ 

Nb 4d -12.10 4.08 1.637 0.6404 0.5519 
5 s  -10.10 1.89 Appendix 

P 3s -18.60 1.88 All calculations were performed with the extended Hiickel 
3p -14.00 1.63 method.26 The parameters used for the Nb,  P, and S orbitals 

S 3s -20.00 2.12 are  listed in Table I. A set of 28 or more k points was chosen 
3p -13.30 1.83 to calculate average proper tie^.^^ 

5p -6.86 1.85 

“Coefficients of the double-{ expansion. 
Registry No. NbPS, 26153-57-1; NbPSe, 26134-84-9; TaPS, 26134- these and related syntheses are  currently under investigation. 85-0; TaPSe, 10491 1-45-7. 
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Square Nets of Main Group Elements in Solid-state Materials 
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Abstract: The Cu2Sb/ZrSiS/PbFC1 structure t K u b i q u i t o u s ,  as the number of synonyms shows-may be derived conceptually 
from a layering of square nets of atoms. One group of phases can be described as MAB (M: large metal atom; A and B: 
main group elements). M and B atoms form associated square nets. They are separated by a 44 layer of A atoms which is 
twice as dense as the individual M and B layers. In the more covalent, metallic MAB phases the A-A contacts within the 
44 layers-which are our prime focus of interest-indicate bonds of fractional order. For M = Ln, A = P, As, and B = S 
two sets of distorted structure types exist. In the GdPS and CeAsS structures the layers distort to form cis-trans poly-P or 
zigzag poly-As chains, respectively. The electronic structure of the MAB phases is constructed, and the distortion is traced 
to a band crossing at the Fermi level. The deformation-a second-order Jahn-Teller distortion in the solid state-is driven 
by the formation of an energy gap at the Fermi level. The relative electronegativity of the M and A atoms dictates whether 
the distorted or undistorted structure is preferred. A prerequisite for the distortion to occur is a separation of valence band 
and metal d block. The general distortion type square net - zigzag chain can also be found in other phases containing 44 
nets of main group atoms. Further examples treated here are the distortion from the ZrSiz to the CaSb, type structures and 
a deformation type found in ATB2 phases, exemplified by SrZnBi,. 

I t  is not easy to think about extended structures in the solid 
state. There is always arbitrariness in the description of crystal 
structures, because one may want to stress either the chemistry 
of physical properties of a material or emphasize the structural 
relationship to other compounds. Choices of vantage must be 
made. Taking “Schnering’s spectacles” and discovering clusters 
in solid-state compounds2 is one particularly nice way to visualize 
crystal structures. Another, more traditional concept in crystal 
chemistry describes structures in terms of coordination p~ lyhedra .~  
These polyhedra may then be oriented in various ways and con- 
nected via corners, edges, or faces. An alternative approach 
considers structures as being built up  from two-dimensional layer 
stackings. The resulting description based on closest packing is 
especially useful in cases where polyhedra are difficult to define. 
Still another concept describes crystal structures in terms of 
stacked layers, but focussing now on the atom connectivity. Many 
structure types can be covered by considering only square (44), 
triangular (36), hexagonal (63), or kagome (3636) networks, 

(1) DAAD/NATO Postdoctoral Fellow 1984-1985. DFG Fellow 
1985-1986. Present address: Anorganisch-Chemisches Institut der 
Universitiit, Correnstr. 36, D4400 Miinster, F.R.G. 

(2) (a) von Schnering, H.-G. Angew. Chem. 1983,93,44; Angew. Chem., 
Int. Ed. Engl. 1981, 20, 33. (b) Simon, A. Angew. Chem. 1981, 93, 23; 
Angew. Chem., Int. Ed. Engl. 1981, 20, 1. 

(3) Gladyshevskii, E. I.; Grin’, Yu. N. Kristallografya 1981, 26, 1204; 
Sou. Phys. Crystallogr. 1981, 26, 683. 
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Each description may be mathematically well-defined but need 
not have a prior claim to general chemical or physical validity. 
A pragmatic perspective is best. To obtain a convenient description 
of solids we often switch from one description to another, according 

(5) (a) von Fedorov, E. Z .  Kristallogr. Mineral. 1904, 38, 321. (b) von 
Fedorov, E. Das Krystallreich, Tabellen zur krys tallchemischen Analyse, 
Petrograd, 1920. 

(6) (a) Laves, F. Theory of Alloy Phases; Cleveland, Ohio, 1956; pp 124. 
(b) Laves, F. Phase Stability in Metals and Alloys; McGraw-Hill: New York, 
1967; p 85. 
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